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In 1907, the fifteen-year-old French-Canadian Ernest Dufault left his home in Quebec for Montana, where he
was promptly arrested as a cattle thief. As a prisoner of the state of Nevada, he passed himself off as an

American cowboy named Will James. Over the next few decades, Dufault, a.k.a. James, would flourish as a
cowboy and horsebreaker and go on to become an artist, a soldier, a Hollywood stuntman, and a bestselling
author of award-winning westerns - and his own false memoir. The Quebecer was so successful a pretender
that he was later inducted into the Hall of Great Westerners, and his estranged wife, Alice Conradt, would

only learn his true identity when, at the age of fifty, Will James died and left his estate to a man she had never
heard of: one Ernest Dufault.In Benediction, Olivier Dufault recreates the true story of his distant relative

Ernests incarceration in a Nevada prison and his subsequent reinvention as "Will James.

often Benediction Roman Catholic Church A. Benediction. often Benediction Roman Catholic Church A
short service consisting of prayers the singing of a Eucharistic hymn and the blessing of the congregation

with the host. Aaronic blessing.

Benediction

An expression of good wishes. The tradition of a blessing or benediction as part of an act of worship has been
a part of Jewish worship for generations and we can trace it back to the book of Numbers where Aaron and
his sons bless the Israelites with this blessing The Lord bless you . There will be special devotions in St.

There are many benedictions depending on the religion and certain religions have several different
benediction prayers. Darren Brookes guitar 1989present Peter Rewinsky guitar 1989present. But many do not

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=Benediction


recognize the difference among benedictions doxologies and prayers. A benediction invites or asks God for
divine blessing help guidance and peace. The Latin prefix bene means good or well as in benefit beneficial
benefactor and benevolence. Silvester Beaman a Wilberforce University graduate and member of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Inc. A benediction Latin bene well dicere to speak is a short invocation for divine help

blessing and guidance usually at the end of worship service. August Richards.
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